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Abstract 
Let G be an abelian group of order n and Davenport constant d and let k be a natural 
number. Let Xo, xl,  . . . ,  x m be a sequence of elements of G such that x o has the most repeated 
value in the sequence. Let {wi; 1 <<, i <~ k} be a family of integers prime relative to n. We obtain 
the following two generalizations of the Erd~Ss~inzburg-Ziv Theorem. 
For rn >/n + k - 1, we prove that there is a permutation ctof [1, m] such that 
l<~i~k l~ i<~k 
For k >/n - 1 and m >/k + d - l, we prove that there is a k-subset K ~ [1,m] such that 
~ x i = kx o. 
i~K 
1. Introduction 
The Davenport  constant D(G)  of an abel ian group G is the minimal  k such that 
every sequence of elements of G with length k contains a nonempty subsequence with 
a zero sum. The ErdSs -G inzburg-Z iv  Theorem [4] states that every sequence in an 
abel ian group of order n having length 2n - 1 contains a subsequence with length 
n and zero sum. Some of the existing proofs of this result are contained in [1]. 
Olson generalized this result in I-9], by showing that under the hypothesis n >~ 2 
there is a nonnul l  subgroup each element of which is a sum of a subsequence of length 
n, unless there is a value repeated (n + 1) times. Not ice that Olson's Theorem applies 
also to nonabel ian groups if one allows reorder ing of the sequence lements, cf. [9]. 
A recent result of Weidong unifies the above two topics of zero sum problems. This 
result is independent ly conjectured and proved for p-groups by Caro in [3]. 
Weidong's  Theorem states that every sequence of length IGI + D(G)  - 1 contains 
a subsequence with length IGI and zero sum, cf. [10], In part icular  the ErdSs-  
G inzburg-Z iv  Theorem follows using the obvious bound D(G)  <~ I G]. 
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Weighted generalizations of the Erdfs  G inzbur~Ziv  Theorem were considered 
recently. The first one is a conjecture of Caro, proved by Alon in prime order, cf. [2]. 
In [7], we could proof a weighted generalization of Olson's Theorem mentioned 
above. 
We prove in Section 2 the following result. 
Let G be an abelian group of order n and let k be a natural number. Let 
Xo,Xl . . . . .  X,+k-1 be a sequence of elements of G such that Xo has the most re- 
peated value in the sequence. Let {wi; 1 <<. i <% k} be a family of integers prime relative 
to n. 
Then there is a permutation ~of El, n -~ k - 1] such that 
l<~i<~k l<~i~k 
We could not conjecture the validity of tl~is result if some weights are not prime 
relative to n. 
In Section 3, we consider the case where all the weights are equal. We generalize the 
result of Weidong mentioned above as follows. 
Let G be an abelian group with a Davenport  constant d and let k/> I GI - 1 be 
a natural number. Let x 1, X 2, - - -  , Xd + k be a sequence of elements of G such that x 1 has 
the most repeated value in the sequence. 
Then there is a k- subset K c [2, d + k] such that 
E X i = kx  1 . 
i~K 
We use the following easy consequence of Proposit ion 2.2 of [-6]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a finite abelian group and let {ai; 1 <~ i <~ IGI) be a sequence of 
elements of  of  G in which no value is repeated (s + 1)-times. Let {wi; 1 <~ i <~ s} be 
a family of integers prime relative to n and let x ~ G. There are a non empty K c [1,s] 
and a permutation z of  [1, n] such that 
Z wiaz(i) ~ E wix" 
ieK i~K 
Proof. We may clearly assume s ~< n. Take a partition of {ai; 1 ~ i ~< [G[} into 
s nonempty sets {Ai; 1 -%< i ~ s}. We have clearly 
Iwl(A1 - x)[ + , ... , + Iws(As - x)] = [All + , . . .  , + [A,[ = n. 
By Proposit ion 2.2 of [6], there is a non empty K c[1 ,s - I  such that 
0 e ~iEK w i (A i  -- X). [ ]  
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2. Weighted sums 
The main result in this section is the following one. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be an abelian group of order n and let k be a natural number. Let 
Xo,Xl . . . .  , Xn+k-1 be a sequence of elements of G such that Xo has the most repeated 
value in the sequence. Let {wi; 1 <, i <. k} be a family of integers prime relative to n. 
Then there is a permutation ctof [1, n + k - l] such that 
l<~i<~k l<.i<~k 
Proof. We represent the sequence by a mapping f : [0 ,n  + k -  1] ~G,  where 
f( i )  = xi, O <~ i <<. n + k - 1. 
Set M = {i: xi = Xo} and s --- fM{. The result is obvious i fk  ~< s + i. Suppose that 
k >~s. 
Consider a maximal  subset T contained in [1,k] such that there is an injection 
#: T -~ [1,n + k - 1 ] \M satisfying the condition: 
wlf( i )  = ~ WiXo. 
iET lET 
Let us prove that 
I T l~>k-s+l  (2) 
Assume the contrary and put B = [1,n + k -  1 ] \ ( /~(T)wM) .  We have clearly 
[BI >/n + k - 1 - (s - 1) - (k - s) = n. We have also I [1 ,k ] \ r l  ~< s. By Lemma 1.1, 
applied with x = Xo to the sequence {x~; i e B} and the weights {w~; i e [1 ,k ]k r} ,  
there is a nonempty K c [1 ,k ] \T  and distinct elements {b~; i e K} in B such that 
w,f(bi) = ~ WiXo. (1) 
i~K i~K 
We may check easily that p extends to an injection p: TwK ~ [1, n + k -  1], by 
putting #(i) = bi, for every i ~ K, contradicting the maximality of T. 
Set W = [1,k]kT.  We have clearly 0 ~< [W] ~< s - 1 = [M\{0}l.  It follows that 
# extends to an injection v from [1, k] into [1, n + k - 1] such that 
Vie  W,v( i )e  M\{O}. (3) 
Clearly, we have, using (1) and (3), 
wi f (v ( i ) )= Y" W,Xo + E W, Xo= ~. W,Xo. 
ie[1,k] iET ieW i~[l,k] 
This proves the theorem with any permutat ion ~ of [1, n + k - 1] verifying relation 
• ( i )=v( i ) , l<~i~k.  [] 
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In the case of weights prime relative to n, the conjecture of Caro mentioned in the 
introduction, follows from Theorem 2.1. 
3. Constant weights 
In this section, we improve Theorem 2.1, in the case of equal weights and non cyclic 
groups. Without loss of generality, we may assume all the weights = 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let m, t, ml be natural numbers uch that m >>. max(ml,t). Let m 2 . . . . .  mj 
be natural numbers not exceeding ml + 1 such that 
m >~ mlm <~ t + ml + m2 + ... + mj. 
Then there is J ~ {2, ... , j}  and y <<. ml such that 
m=t+y+~m~.  
ieJ 
The proof is easy. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be an abelian group with a Davenport constant d and let 
k/> IG I -  1 be a natural number. Let x l ,x2 ,  ... ,Xd+k be a sequence of elements of  
G such that Xl has the most repeated value in the sequence. Then there is a k-subset 
K c I'2, d + k] such that 
xi = kXl. 
ieK 
Proof. Set [G[ = n. We represent the sequence by a mapping f :  [1, d + k] ~ G, where 
f ( i )  = xi, 1 <~ i ~ d + k. Set M = {i: xi = xl} and s = IM[. The result is obvious if 
k + 1 ~< s. Suppose that s ~< k. The result holds trivially if n = 1. Assume n/> 2. We 
have clearly s 1> 2. 
Consider a subset S c [1, k + d] with maximal cardinality verifying the following 
conditions (satisfied clearly with S = M\I) .  
(i) There is a partition S = Uo~<i~<~, Si where So = M\ I ,  0 ~< m and for all i, 
1 <~ [Si[ <<. s. 
(ii) Y~x~s, f (x )  = ISilxx, for all i. 
Consider first the case ISI/> k. We have clearly IM\ l l  + ~1 ~<~, ISd/> k. 
We have also I Sfl ~< s ~< k. 
By Lemma 3.1 there is X c M\ I  and L c [1,m] such that 
IXl + ~ ISd -- k. 
ieL 
Put A = Xut J~ L S~. We have 
~, f (x )  = ~, f (x )  + ~. ISflxl = kxl .  
xeA xeX ieL 
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Assume now that 
ISl ~< k - 1. (1) 
Let us prove that 
ISI/> d. (2) 
Assume the contrary and set B = [1, d + k - 1] \S.  We have clearly IBI >/d + k 
- 1 - (d - 1) = k >t n. By Lemma 1.1, there is C c B such that 1 ~< ICI ~ s and 
Ex~c f(x)  = IClxl. 
The partition Cu  T = Cu  Uo ~ i ,  m St verifies conditions (i) and (ii), contradicting 
the maximality of S. This proves (2). 
Choose a maximal family {Ti; 1 ~< i ~< q} of subsets of [2,d + k-I \S such that 
~,x~r,f(x) = IZi lxl  and 1 ~< IZil <<.d, for all i. 
By the definition of d, we have I S I + ~ 1 ~ ~ ~< ~ I Til >~ k. 
Choose a minimal J c [1,q] such that ISI + Y~i~jITd >~ k. Set T = Ui~J T~. 
Choose any j  e J, notice that J is nonempty by (2). We have ISI + I TI - I Tjl ~< k - 1. 
By(2), IT[ ~<k-  1 - IS I  +IT j l  <~k- IS I  +d-  1 ~<k-  1. 
Recall that IS~[ ~< s ~< k, for all i and that ISol = s - 1. Now we have 
I Ti + IM\ l l  + Ea~,~, IS ,  I/> k. 
By Lemma 3.1 there is X c M\ I  and L c [1,m] such that 
ITI + IMI + ~'~1 ~<,~mlS, I ~ k. 
Put A = TwXwUI~LSi .  
We have 
E f (x )= ~ f(x)  + E f (x)  + ~ f(x). 
xeA xE T xEX iE J, xeS~ 
Hence, 
f (x)  = I TIXl  + IX lx l  + ~. ISilXl = kxl. 
xeA i~L 
This proves the theorem. [ ]  
Corollary 3.3 (Weidong [10]). Let G be an abelian group with order n and Davenport 
constant d. Let x l, x2, ... , x, +d-x be a sequence of elements of G. 
Then there is K c [1,n + d - 1] such that IKI = n and 
~ x i=O.  
i~K 
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that Xl is the most repeated value 
in the sequence. By Theorem 3.1, there is L c [2, n + d - 1] such that ILl = n - 1 and 
E Xi~_ - -X  1. 
iEL 
The result is now obvious. []  
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